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No, that is not a typo.  The United Socialist States of America (USSA) is what we are 

becoming unless we stand up against the socialists and their mockery of a government. 

 

When a government, which is supposed to be “for the people by the people,” starts to 

dictate to the American public what it is to do, and demonize any group of Americans, it 

no longer represents the people. 

 

Right now, you and everyone, you know, are slaves in a condition you believe is 

freedom.  As patriotic Americans we condemn slavery, without having any real idea of 

the definition of slave is.  

 

“A person who is the legal property of another and is forced to obey them.” 

Oxford Language Dictionary    

 

“Identified by an element of ownership or control over another’s life, 

coercion and the restriction of movement and by the fact that someone is 

not free to leave.” 

UNESCO 

 

The Borgen Project, an international non-profit group, identifies seven types of slavery.  

Of these seven, one, Domestic Servitude, is prevalent throughout the US especially in 

states with Democrat governors and legislatures.  Biden’s mask and vaccination 

mandates are core factors to the domestic servitude Americans now live under. 

 

So, what is the opposite of being a slave?  It is Freeman. 

 

“A person who is entitled to full political and civil rights.” 

Oxford Language Dictionary    

 

Now ask yourself, “Do you truly have freedom?” 

 

According to Wikipedia’s “State of World Liberty Index,” the 2021 lineup does not list the 

United States in the top 20 countries in the world for the most freedom. Economically 

the US ranks 20th for 202, while in 2017 we ranked 5th in the world. 

 



There is no doubt that our nation’s status is falling fast in the world economic and social 

environments.  We are rapidly plummeting into a state of economic, social, cultural, 

political, and mental quagmire.  We are at full tilt to becoming slaves of the state. 

 

With Covid restrictions, your ability to conduct normal activities are being subjected to 

abnormal punishments and now we are starting to see government  dictatorship as 

greater control over our actions and lives become ever more restrictive. 

 

While the Constitution grants us our rights and freedom it does not protect them from 

being restricted and violated daily by the people who are supposed to uphold and 

enforce the law. 

 

The Constitution does  not protect itself from being ignored by your politicians. It does 

not protect the nation against corruption and lawlessness.  And, it is not protecting itself 

or us from the rise of socialism. 

 

There are several facts you must realize with regard to our government: 

 People are not governed by themselves but rather by government. 

 People elect the politicians who govern them. 

 All politicians are empowered by the people they govern.  

 Government is a reflection of the people that are governed. 

 If a government is bad, its people are also bad.  

 

Good government cannot come from a society that tolerates ignorance, lawlessness, 

and injustice.   

 

When government is bad, the people become demoralized.  In turn, demoralized people 

become amoral, which means they have no true standards, principles, ethics, or morals.  

They become even more entrenches as slaves to the government. 

 

As slaves, they are making their own whips, and are whipping each other under the 

watchful eyes of the slave masters.  Your reward for voting these slave masters into 

office is your increasing social, political, economic, and mental enslavement.  

 

Every day, you must make the most important decision of your life, freedom or captivity. 

Which did you choose today? Did you move toward your freedom or away from it? 

 

The sun has set on the old world.  It rises with a new one. 

Which world will you live in? 


